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Two different phenomena in basic motor
speech performance in premanifest
Huntington disease

ABSTRACT

Objective: Dysarthria is a common feature in Huntington disease (HD). The aim of this cross-
sectional pilot study was the description and objective analysis of different speech parameters
with special emphasis on the aspect of speech timing of connected speech and nonspeech verbal
utterances in premanifest HD (preHD).

Methods: A total of 28 preHDmutation carriers and 28 age- and sex-matched healthy speakers had
to perform a reading task and several syllable repetition tasks. Results of computerized acoustic
analysis of different variables for the measurement of speech rate and regularity were correlated
with clinical measures and MRI-based brain atrophy assessment by voxel-based morphometry.

Results: An impaired capacity to steadily repeat single syllables with higher variations in preHD
compared to healthy controls was found (variance 1: Cohen d 5 1.46). Notably, speech rate
was increased compared to controls and showed correlations to the volume of certain brain areas
known to be involved in the sensory-motor speech networks (net speech rate: Cohen d 5 1.19).
Furthermore, speech rate showed correlations to disease burden score, probability of disease
onset, the estimated years to onset, and clinical measures like the cognitive score.

Conclusions: Measurement of speech rate and regularity might be helpful additional tools for the
monitoring of subclinical functional disability in preHD. As one of the possible causes for higher
performance in preHD, we discuss huntingtin-dependent temporarily advantageous development
processes of the brain. Neurology® 2016;86:1329–1335

GLOSSARY
5y-prob 5 5-year probability of disease onset; BA 5 Brodmann area; COV1 5 coefficient of variation for single syllable
repetition; COV2 5 coefficient of variation for repetition of pairs of syllables; DBS 5 disease burden score; GM 5 gray
matter; HD 5 Huntington disease; IntDur 5 interval duration; ISCED 5 International Standard Classification of Education
score; maxSylRep 5 maximum syllable repetition capacity; NSR 5 net speech rate; PD 5 Parkinson disease; PR% 5 pause
ratio; preHD 5 premanifest Huntington disease; syl 5 syllable; UHDRS-CS 5 Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale
cognitive score; UHDRS-MS5Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale motor assessment; VBM5 voxel-based morphom-
etry; VKT 5 vowel keeping time; YOE 5 years of education; YTO 5 years to disease onset.

Dysarthria is a common symptom of Huntington disease (HD).1–4 These abnormalities have tra-
ditionally been attributed to involuntary sudden rapid and unpredictable movements of the speech
muscles and disturbances in the accurate interaction of respiratory, laryngeal, velopharyngeal, and
articulatory muscles.1 Moreover, since basal ganglia disorders in general have been found to affect the
proper initiation, scaling, and maintenance of overlearned, automated basic motor programs essential
for speech production,5,6 one would expect abnormalities of timing and temporal organization of
speech in HD.7–10 Accordingly, in manifest HD there is a typical pattern of dysarthria with reduced
articulation rates, bradykinetic articulatory movements with normal movement amplitudes, lower
syllable reproduction rates with prolonged syllable durations, or an increased variability of utterance
durations, based upon speech and nonspeech vocal tasks.11–16 Nothing, however, is known so far
about the prevalence and pattern of these abnormal features in the premanifest stage of HD.

METHODS A total of 28 HD mutation carriers (premanifest HD [preHD]) with an average CAG repeat length of 42 (range 38–48,

SD 2.2; 12 with paternal transmission, 16 with maternal transmission) as well as age- and sex-matched controls were recruited for this

pilot study in our center (mean age 37.8 years, range 23–55 years; 14 male for the preHD group). There were no differences regarding
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the years of education (YOE, p5 0.2) or the International Standard

Classification of Education score (ISCED, p5 4.0) between preHD

and controls (mean YOE 15.4, SD 3.2 [range 10–23] vs 14.4, SD

2.3 [range 11–19] years; mean ISCED 3.4, SD 1.1 [range 2–5] vs

3.2, SD 1 [range 2–6]). One participant from our control group had

an education as a singer. Classification as preHD was based on

expert raters’ assessments of motor signs using the Unified

Huntington’s Disease Rating Scale motor assessment (UHDRS-

MS; diagnostic confidence level ,4; mean UHDRS-MS score

2.18, SD 2.36, range 0–8).17–19 The dysarthria item of the

UHDRS-MS was 0 in all participants. The neuropsychological

tasks verbal fluency, symbol digit modalities, Stroop color naming,

Stroop word reading, and Stroop interference performance were

summarized as cognitive score (UHDRS-CS; mean 336.50, SD

43.85, range 242–411).19 In addition, simple (tapping) and

complex (pegboard) fine motor skills were measured.10,20 The

disease burden score (DBS) was calculated (mean 251.34, SD

81.84, range 115.5–412.5),21 as well as the estimated years to

disease onset (YTO; mean 16.87, SD 8.3, range 5.28–36.41) and

the 5-year probability of disease onset (5y-prob; mean 16.4%, SD

17.69, range 0.7%–60.1%).22 Three preHD participants had a

history of depression, but were stable at the time of examination;

none of the speakers was on psychotropic medication. None of the

participants had manifest cognitive symptoms. As control group, we

tested a group of 28 healthy persons matched by age and sex (mean

age 40.82 years, range 20–56 years; 14 male). All participants were

native German speakers.

Speech samples were digitally recorded using commercial

audio software (Steinberg WaveLab, Hamburg, Germany) and

a headset microphone (Plantronics Audio 550 DSP, Santa Cruz,

CA) with a sample rate of 44,100 Hz. The speech task consisted

of 4 subtests, which are described in detail in a previous publica-

tion of our group.16,23,24

Test 1: Reading task. Analysis of speech rate was performed by

measuring the duration (in milliseconds) of each syllable (syl) and

each pause, respectively, based on the oscillographic sound pres-

sure signal (net speech rate [NSR], total speech time minus total

pause time in syl/s) and pause ratio (PR%, pause time percentage

of total speech time).25

Test 2: Sustained phonation. Participants had to produce the
vowel /a/ as long as possible with one single breath (vowel keep-

ing time [VKT], in milliseconds).

Test 3: Maximum syllable repetition capacity. Participants
had to reiterate the syllables /pa/, /ta/, /pa-ti/, and/pa-ko/ as fast as

possible for at least 5 seconds (maximum syllable repetition

capacity [maxSylRep], in syllables per second).

Test 4: Steadiness of syllable repetition. Participants had to

repeat one single syllable (first trial: /pa/, second trial: /ta/) and a

pair of syllables (first trial: /pa-ti/, second trial: /pa-ko/) in a com-

fortable self-chosen steady pace without acceleration or slowing

articulatory speed.24 Stability of pace was defined as relative

coefficient of variation for single syllable repetition (COV1) and

repetition of pairs of syllables (COV2). Furthermore, the interval

duration (IntDur, in milliseconds) described the duration from

initiation of one utterance until the subsequent one.

Brain MRI data were acquired on a 1.5T scanner for sagittal

high-resolution T1-weighted 3D MRI data (magnetization-

prepared rapid gradient echo) in 24 preHD participants for

voxel-based morphometry (VBM) as described earlier.26

Voxelwise statistics used multiple regression analyses of gray

matter (GM) including the parameters that were found to be dif-

ferent from controls (NSR, maxSylRep, COV1, and COV2) as

covariates and age as confounder. Cluster locations in which

GM was associated with the covariates (p , 0.001) were identi-

fied using common anatomical atlases.26

Unpaired t test for independent samples, Pearson correlation,

and Spearman rank test were used for statistical analysis of normal

and not normal distributed data. According to the exploratory

approach of the study, data were not adjusted for multiple testing.

In an additional exploratory analysis, preHD subgroups (defined

by the median of YTO) for participants far from (.16.7 years)

and close to (,16.7 years) disease onset were compared. Effect

sizes were measured with Cohen d.

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient
consents. Our study was in compliance with the Helsinki Dec-

laration and had been approved by the ethics committee of the

Ruhr University Bochum. Written informed consent was ob-

tained from each participant.

RESULTS Comparison between the preHD group and

controls. PreHD speakers showed a specific pattern of
speech alterations in the reading task, characterized by
an increase of speech rate/NSR (6.05 6 0.62 vs
5.33 6 0.61; p , 0.0001) without an altered pro-
portion of speech pauses/PR%.

Concerning nonspeech vocal performance (tests 3
and 4), preHD participants showed a clear increase of
maxSylRep (5.436 1.21 vs 4.626 1.61, p5 0.03),
and a marked irregularity in the syllable repetition
tasks, mirrored by an increased COV1 (1.61 6

0.54 vs 0.98 6 0.31, p , 0.0001) and COV2
(2.24 6 0.89 vs 1.31 6 1.21, p 5 0.002). The
self-chosen speed of repetition (IntDur) showed a
tendency to higher pace, whereas VKT showed no
differences between the preHD and the control
group. Numerical data and statistical comparisons
are summarized in table 1.

Correlations within the preHD group. Concerning the
parameters of connected speech, NSR showed correla-
tions with UHDRS-MS (r520.476, p5 0.005), the
DBS (r 5 20.636, p 5 0.0001), the cognitive sum
score (r5 0.554, p5 0.001), with highest correlations
with the color naming subtest (r5 0.610, p, 0.001),
the estimated YTO (r 5 0.614, p 5 0.0003), and the
5y-prob (r 5 20.641, p 5 0.0001).

Of the measures of nonspeech vocal performance,
only maxSylRep was correlated with UHDRS-MS
(r 5 20.428, p 5 0.011), the DBS (r 5 20.425,
p 5 0.012), the cognitive sum score (r 5 0.484, p 5
0.005), with highest correlations with the symbol digit
modalities (r 5 0.550, p 5 0.001) and color naming
subtests (r5 0.455, p5 0.007), YTO (r5 0.438, p5
0.011), 5y-prob (r 5 20.397, p 5 0.008), and the
measures of motor performance (tapping: r 5 0.528,
p5 0.002/pegboard: r520.415, p5 0.014). A weak
correlation was found between the number of CAG
repeats and maxSylRep (r 5 20.357, p 5 0.03).
The other syllable repetition parameters COV and
IntDur showed no such correlations.
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Comparisons within the preHD group for participants

far from and close to disease onset. The additional
exploratory comparison between 14 preHD partici-
pants far from onset of the disease (.16.7 years; 5
male) and participants close to onset with an esti-
mated onset of disease ,16.7 years (9 male) revealed
relevant differences concerning UHDRS-CS (far: 358
[SD 36] vs close: 315 [SD 41]; p 5 0.008; Cohen d:
1.16) and pegboard (far: 41.8 [SD 3.51] vs close:
48.0 seconds [SD 10.1]; p 5 0.045; Cohen d:
0.85), but also for NSR (far: 6.40 [SD 0.43] vs
close: 5.70 [SD 0.59]; p 5 0.002; Cohen d: 1.41)
and maxSylRep (far: 5.87 [SD 1.23] vs close: 4.98
[SD 1.05]; p 5 0.05; Cohen d: 0.81) and a trend to
higher COV values in the close group (COV1 far:
1.58 [SD 0.50] vs close: 1.64 [SD 0.60]; p 5 0.7;
Cohen d: 0.11; and COV2 far: 2.19 [SD 0.66] vs
close: 2.29 [SD 1.08]; p 5 0.8; Cohen d: 0.14). No

differences were found for age, UHDRS-MS, tapping,
VKT, or PR% (results not shown). In NSR and COV1,
there was a difference also in comparison with the
accordant control subgroup (p , 0.01) for both
subgroups; in COV2, only for the close subgroup. In
maxSylRep, the difference in comparison with the
accordant far control subgroup was p , 0.05.

VBM: Correlations between speech and nonspeech vocal

performance and brain GM. We found correlations
with increased brain GM in an area in the cerebellar
vermis (declive/vermal lobule VI) and NSR (figure 1).
Correlations between maxSylRep and increased GM
were detected in the left inferior frontal gyrus in an
area assigned to Brodmann area (BA) 47 (figure 2).
COV2 was correlated with GM atrophy in an area in
the right primary somatosensory cortex (BA 3, BA 2),
in another area in the left supramarginal gyrus

Figure 1 Correlations between higher net speech rate and increased cerebellar gray matter (GM) volume in
the vermis

Agewas used as a covariate of no interest. Uncorrected clusters (yellow) were collected at p,0.001 and depicted if cluster
size was higher than 60 voxels.

Table 1 Comparisons of speech measures between the premanifest Huntington disease (preHD) and control
group

preHD (n 5 28),
14 men, mean (SD)

Controls (n 5 28),
14 men, mean (SD) p Value, t test

Effect size,
Cohen d

Age 37.79/8.55 40.82/8.86 0.2

NSR, syl/s 6.05/0.62 5.33/0.61 ,0.0001 1.19

PR% 14.18/3.43 14.20/6.09 0.9

VKT, ms 16,957/7,243 16,524/8,320 0.8

maxSylRep, syl/s, Hz 5.43/1.21 4.62/1.61 0.03 0.58

COV1 1.61/0.54 0.98/0.31 ,0.0001 1.46

COV2 2.24/0.89 1.31/1.21 0.002 0.89

IntDur, ms 443/140 530/222 0.09 0.48

Abbreviations: COV1 5 relative coefficient of variation for single syllable repetition; COV2 5 relative coefficient of var-
iation for repetition of pairs of syllables; IntDur 5 interval duration; maxSylRep 5 maximum syllable repetition capacity;
NSR 5 net speech rate (total speech time minus total pause time in syllables per second); PR% 5 pause ratio (pause time
percentage of total speech time); syl 5 syllable; VKT 5 vowel keeping time.
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(BA 40), and in the left precuneus (BA 7), a part of
the secondary somatosensory cortex (figure 3). A
volume decrease in these cortical areas, which all
had somatosensory or sensory-motor functions, was
associated with an increase in COV2 (Montreal
Neurological Institute coordinates and voxel levels;
see table e-1 on the Neurology® Web site at
Neurology.org). We did not observe any correlations
for COV1. According to the explorative character of
the study, in a second approach we relaxed the
significance threshold from p , 0.001 to p , 0.005
to assess the tendencies for additional significances
between brain GM and the speech tests. Using this
approach, we observed additional correlations
between GM and maxSylRep bilaterally in the
caudate nuclei (data not shown), which might
become more evident in larger studies on preHD
participants.

DISCUSSION According to our data, carriers of the
HD mutation feature abnormalities of rate and regu-
larity of connected speech and nonspeech vocal per-
formance even in the early premanifest stage of the
disease. Compared to healthy control speakers, they
show an increased articulation rate (increased maxi-
mum syllable repetition capacity and net speech rate);
however, the higher speaking rates are accompanied
by imprecise pace performance, with higher variabil-
ity in syllable repetition mirrored by increased COV.
Thus, there are 2 different phenomena to observe in
this study: (1) compared to controls, preHD showed
a higher variability in speech and timing, with wors-
ening in participants closer to onset of the disease;
and (2) at the same time, they speak faster compared
to controls, but with an approximation to the speech
rate of controls in participants closer to onset of the
disease.

Since speakers with manifest HD have been found
to speak more slowly than healthy controls, the
decline of articulatory speed seems to mirror the pro-
gression of the underlying pathophysiology.16

Steadiness and regularity of syllable repetition
seem to be compromised already in the premanifest
stage far from disease onset and also tend to deterio-
rate over time. In healthy speakers, the timely and
rhythmic production of single syllables seems to
depend on the integrity of subcortical networks
including putamen, pallidum, and thalamus, parts
of the cerebellum, and the left caudate nucleus.27–29

Consequently, abnormalities of steady syllable repe-
tition have been found in different kinds of move-
ment disorders, such as Parkinson disease,
spinocerebellar ataxia, and recently also in manifest
HD.16,23,30 Abnormalities of timing and temporal
organization in manifest and premanifest HD were
also described for other sensitive motor measures, like
tapping.7–9 Interval timing and rhythmicity was
described to be dependent on basal ganglia integ-
rity.31,32 In accordance, a deterioration of time-
estimation processes in manifest and even premanifest
HD was described.33 Accordingly, instability of sylla-
ble repetition, in the current study, as indicated by
elevated COV1 and COV2, with even more pro-
nounced findings in our close-to-onset-subgroup, is
at least partly a manifestation of basal ganglia dys-
function at this stage. However, the absence of corre-
lations with clinical data and correlation with more
somatosensory cortex areas in the voxel morphology
analysis reveals that these processes are more complex
and not only basal ganglia–dependent. It has been
suggested that compensatory mechanisms help to
maintain a constant speech rate by detecting errors
between the internally predicted and the actually
provided auditory information by timing- and

Figure 2 Correlations between higher maximum syllable repetition capacity and increased cortical gray
matter (GM) volume (Brodmann area 47)

Agewas used as a covariate of no interest. Uncorrected clusters (yellow) were collected at p,0.001 and depicted if cluster
size was higher than 60 voxels.
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context-dependent effects of feedback alterations.29,34

Disturbances of such feedback mechanisms might
explain the correlations between increased COV2 and
atrophy in somatosensory areas found in our study.

The finding of faster vocal performance in the pre-
manifest HD stage is surprising and difficult to inter-
pret. At first sight, one might argue that participants
at risk for HD could make more efforts to prove that
their speech motor skills are unaffected. Subtle cogni-
tive changes such as frontal lobe dysfunction with dis-
inhibition phenomena could at least contribute to
higher speech velocities, which is corroborated by
the correlations between speech rate and the cognitive
score, or accelerated speech rate might reflect a more
hypokinetic dysarthria as described for Parkinson dis-
ease (PD). Unlike in PD, however, we observed no
changes in volume or accelerated speech rate in the
course of speaking, but a general increase in overall
speaking rate as the first and isolated abnormality of
speech.

However, those speech measures showed a clear
correlation to parameters reflecting the progressive
pathophysiology of HD, such as the disease burden
score, probability, and years to onset, and were corre-
lated with the volume of some distinctive cortical
brain areas reported to be integral parts of the wide-
spread speech-language brain network.35 Net speech
rate was correlated with the volume of a distinctive
part of the cerebellar vermis (declive) and although
the explicit function of the cerebellar declive in vocal

performance is unknown, the cerebellum in general
has been recognized as one part of the network
involved in generation of appropriate motor com-
mands on the syllable level.27,29 The maximum sylla-
ble repetition showed a correlation to the volume of
the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47 and 48, which
are involved in language processing36) and—less
clearly with p , 0.005—to the basal ganglia volume.
These correlations favor the interpretation that faster
syllable and higher speech rate are not caused by
better motivation, but instead are the consequence
of faster speech motor performance accompanied by
higher volume of the accordant brain structures.

By contrast, most previous studies demonstrate a
progressive brain atrophy in preHD, beginning
approximately 15 years prior to disease onset.9,17

There are, however, also some rare reports on
increased brain structure in preHD participants.
Paulsen et al.37 refer to an increase of overall cerebral
cortical volume in a group of 24 preHD participants
with estimated years to onset of 16.92 and therefore
similar to our group; however, no differentiation was
made between different cortical areas. Since in our
study only the preHD participants underwent MRI
scanning, we cannot decide whether the correlation of
increased speech rate compared to controls and cor-
relation to certain brain areas are caused by an
increase of volume or rather by a less pronounced
local atrophy of these regions.

Therefore, one might only hypothesize that our
preHD speakers were able to maintain and even
exceed the demands of articulatory speed by an over-
activation or dysfunctional hypercompensation, while
the maintenance of a stable pace (which reflects more
automated basic motor speech performance) is none-
theless impaired since it rather relies on the integrity
of basal ganglia. The possibility of a temporarily
enhanced activity and function in the very early pre-
manifest stage of the disease, however, had also been
described in a transgenic rat model of HD and in a
recent published PET study investigating cerebral
adenosine A1 receptors in HD.38,39 For the transgenic
rat model, the authors reported biphasic motor
behavior with faster and better motor performance
in very young premanifest animals followed by a slow
decline and resulting in an impaired motor function
over time.38 The possibility of an at least temporarily
enhanced function in the very early premanifest stage,
and thus a new to define phase in the course of the
disease, was already discussed earlier and might reflect
a part of the disease cascade, or could also be caused
by developmental processes, or even evolutionary ad-
vantages.18,40 In this context, Lo Sardo et al.40 found
that huntingtin is essential for homotypic interactions
between neuroepithelial cells in deuterostomes. They
discussed that the progressive increase in the length of

Figure 3 Correlations between repetition of pairs of syllables (COV2) and
somatosensory cortical areas

Correlations between irregularity of repetition of pairs of syllables (COV2) and atrophy of an
area in the right primary somatosensory cortex (Brodmann area [BA] 3, BA 2), in another area
in the left supramarginal gyrus (BA 40), and in the left precuneus (BA 7), a part of the second-
ary somatosensory cortex. Age was used as a covariate of no interest. Uncorrected clusters
(yellow) were collected at p , 0.001 and depicted if cluster size was higher than 60 voxels.
GM 5 gray matter.
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its CAG repeat sequence in deuterostomes may be
implicated in the evolutionary path that has led to
the acquisition of morphologic complex nervous sys-
tems. Our findings would extend this new approach
for HD in a time-dependent, initially advantageous,
most likely developmental effect with increased per-
formance that is detectable only very early in life,
before the known adverse effects of this mutation
occur.

Taking into account our earlier study on speech in
manifest HD, one could suggest a specific pattern and
time course of speech abnormalities with elevated
articulatory speed in the period far from disease onset
that declines over time and becomes slower and more
dysrhythmic than in healthy controls in the manifest
stages of HD.16

Difference of articulation rate showed a higher
effect size in our study than motor and cognitive
tasks, and thus they might be even more sensitive
than monitoring of disease progression tasks
described so far.9,17 Especially the tasks of nonspeech
vocal performance applied in our study are expected
to be language-independent; furthermore, the speech
investigations are noninvasive, inexpensive, and easy
to apply. Therefore, it might be worthwhile to survey
their usefulness in international multicenter studies.
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